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Abstract
This  paper  speaks  about  GMOs  for  human  feeding  and  their  avability  to  alleviate 
undernourishment around the world, principally in developing countries. This paper aim to respond 
the question: how GMOs could help to alleviate hunger around the world ?
In this paper are analysed the main causes of undernourishment around the world. Then we 
propose a list of majors causes of hunger in which GMOs could influence in a positive way. Two 
principal arguments will be developed, thanks to theoretical frameworks, as main causes of hunger: 
we need to produce more food to nourish all  the world population,  and,  the undernourishment 
problem comes from poverty and inequalities. Therefore to alleviate hunger, ensure more fair food 
distribution in all scales in all scales should be necessary.
 Malthus  view  of  food  scarcity,  enable  the  analysis  of  the  possibility  offers  by  GM-
technology to rise the global production. The idea developed is, if we could produce more food 
more people could afford a food access. The argument of rise the food production as to alleviate 
hunger in the world scale is discussed in the analysis.
In  a  Marxist  view  of  undernourishment,  the  main  causes  comes  from  distribution  and 
inequalities. This is the idea the most developed in this paper. Poverty is analyzed as the central 
cause of hunger and aim in this paper the understanding of the global context, notably  economical, 
with GMOs as a solution for poorest and hungry population.
Actually GMOs, considering their specific rules of commercialisation and the global context 
of globalization, do not appears anymore as a solution to alleviate this great problem. Nevertheless 
GM-technology could be a very interesting tool notably in unfavorable condition oriented towards 
poorest. 
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Introduction
Genetically Modified Organisms(GMOs) is the new advancing technology which provide a 
wide range of using such, in medical domain, in ressources; indeed GMOs enable to feed more 
people thanks to increasing of agricultural production and above all, the yields. This increasing of 
output is due to the limitation of losses because of crop resistance to herbicide,  pesticides, and 
insects. So farmers can spend more money in infrastructure and avoid the losses caused by different 
threat  by only few spreading of herbicide.  They also save money because of the frequency of 
treatments sought by crops which low down. 
GMOs are also used in energy, they are used to make bio-fuel which can be used by cars, 
and thereby save oil and money considering the high price of oil. 
The new technique to make modified crop enable to change life by genes transferts between 
species and create new species with attribute chosen by human. During the agricultural history of 
humanity, mens have always tried to modify species by crossing and selection. But the new aspect 
with genetic engineering technology is the possibility to group genes from different species as for 
example tomato-insect!
« GMOs » involve very controversial issue between different actors. The principal problem 
is that we do not have enough knowledge yet about, the complex set of gene interactions that are 
going to be required to achieve special traits and the danger they could involve (Hart Kathleen, 
2003). So Policy makers have a great rôle in the regulation of GMOs by their political choices to 
foster  or not to  commercialize  this  new technology.  Lots  of  countries  already rejected the free 
marketing of GMOs and preferred adopt the precautionary principle. This involved several tensions 
in the international scale, between seller, buyer and countries, caused by these disagreement.
However GMOs spread around the world relatively fastly and apply in a wide range of line. 
But  use genetic engineering remain problematic for food. Several question arise about the real 
interest in this technology which could according the seller  and certain policy makers, increase 
yields for farmers, limitate environmental  damage and alleviate hunger (Monsanto, 2008; FDA, 
2007; G.W Bush, 2003). 
In  2006,  more  than  850 millions  people  were  undernourished  (FAO,  2006)  and  GMOs 
appear  like  a  potential  solution  in  a  huge  problem such  hunger  in  the  world.  Indeed  Genetic 
engineering technology enable farmers to earn more money by reduced herbicide costs, fertilizer 
inputs, and labor cost over those using traditional seeds(Atkens and Bowler, 2000 ;  Hart 
Kathleen, 2003; Vigneau, 2000). 
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Therefore GMOs spread fastly in agricultural  world during 1990s, and expanded abroad 
until  developing countries. The sudden GMOs expand involve lots of question about, safety of such 
process, relationships, dependency between countries face to this new market which could help 
farmer to rise their incomes. 
The Firms which sell GMOs point-out the fact that it help farmers to produce more food and 
enable higher incomes for them than before, and thereby reduce the problem of food scarcity in 
providing cheaper food because rising of supply in international market. 
So we have chosen to investigate the large topic of GM-crops using for food which involve 
the playing of several scale in multidisciplinary field and geographic issue.
In this paper we have chosen some way to investigate our subject. Indeed the aim of this 
paper is to analyze the world with this new progress in technology. We are interested about starting 
with  the  fact  that  Firms owners  of  GMOs presented some affirmation,  which  we are  going to 
analyze along this paper. We will consider that there is several kind of development of countries, 
but we are going to talk more about countries suffering of hunger,  most of the time developing 
countries.
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Chapter 1: Problem formulation and limitation
 
Do we need Genetically Modified Organisms -GMOs- ?
GMOs were developed recently, and we could see that the most discussed applying is for food. We 
will focus on latter using for this report.
GMOs spreads  around  the  world,  and  involved  important  geographical,  social  and  economical 
issues.
We can ask ourself, why GMOs are they spread around the World? 
The reason is that there is several interest to use GMOs.
I Several interests are officially presented by government and firms
We have asked ourself why GM-crops are and had been spreading around the world and we 
found three main driving forces lead by interests. 
Economic interests are evident for GM-seed producers by opening new GM-seed markets 
and  enable huge profit because of the competition efficiency on the market of those seeds. Indeed 
their  resistance  capacity  enable  higher  yields  and  limit  losses  due  to  insects  and  climate 
uncertainties. GMOs can acquire lots of skills by their scientific manipulation which enable to save 
harvest per acre in reduced losses, compare to traditional seeds . Losses are limitate by seeds ability 
to main threats resistance. 
So  Farmers   have  economic  interests  by  increasing  of  their  production  and  using  less 
pesticides: it mean decreasing of their expenditures because they will have stronger crops which 
seek less inputs. By the way it will be an advantage for consumers by decreasing of food prices due 
to higher production (Smith Adam, 1776).
The  second  one  is  about  the  environmental  benefits.  We  will  notice  the  decreasing  of 
pesticides and fertilizers using due to resistant-crops. This is interesting for farmers, biodiversity, 
indirectly for all economic sectors -tourism, agriculture..- and local population in order to reduce 
the expenditures to clean-up water for example.
It's  an actual topic  in context of global warming and environment  destroying by human 
activities as the forest dead out, water pollution, soil erosion... and often presented like one main 
argument in GM-crops using. But it would be a too large topic for this paper.
The last  one is  about  the hunger  issue.  GMO enable to increase agricultural  production 
significantly and decrease inputs cost and losses even in poorest region. The firms also point out the 
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fact that,  GM crops could help to produce better harvest  in unfavorable conditions due to their 
specific ability such insect or acid soil resistance and so on (Monsanto, 2008).  So it could help by 
wide distribution to reduce hunger around the world. 
II The stakes involved by the spreading of GMOs
We could describe more the three points above in order to present the principal stakes of 
these subjects which will enable to analyse our topics.
The economic interest appears as an evidence in the spreading of GMOs, in fact it enable 
profits for the firms which produce GM-seeds. So most of the time the money does not stay where 
the  production  is  located  but  where  the  firms  come  from due  to  the  location  of  head  office. 
Moreover  world  market  in  2008  is  managed  in  big  part  by  liberal  principles,  which  involve 
important flue of exchange between countries, and cause easier commercialization of new products 
because of  the  low global  regulation.  Indeed we can  easily open a  new market  without  much 
constraint thanks to the rules of World Trade Organisation (UN, 2005). 
For example, GM-crops and regular crops are sold in almost the same market in several 
countries.  In France there is small writing on the products which contain GMOs. In some countries, 
they are  even on the same market.  It's  the case in United States with  substancial  equivalence 
principle which considers regular crops as GM-crops. So profits are easy to make and the rules not 
too restricting for a huge market such as  the food one.
But the fast GMOs spreading around the world cannot be explained only by firms economic 
interests, even if it's a main aspect. They provide also big advantages for farmers which can produce 
more with less expenditures (UNDP, 2001). 
Also,use  genetic  engineering  enable  environmental  benefits  because  of  diminishing  of 
treatment with prods as pesticides. Therefore it will not pollute as much the soil and water than a 
regular seeds exploitation. This will enable a gain for farmers which will use their soil longer time 
and will lost less harvest (UNDP, 2001; Doelle and Horst W., 2001). 
Indeed  less  chemical  using  can  improve  soil  and  water  quality.  Farmers,  populations, 
biodiversity...can  gain  of  these  advantages.  However  benefits  granted  to  GM-crops  towards 
environment are very discussed by scientists, policy makers, NGOs and world citizens in all scales. 
Indeed we assisted to the extraction of GM-crops by citizen like in France in 2001 or in 
Austria in 1998. Actually scientists don't know enough to see if genetic engineering  using for food 
provide real net advantages for environment in middle and long terms. This topic is very difficult to 
approach  because  it  need  lots  of  knowledge  in  natural  sciences  that  we  have  no.  Also,  this 
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controversial aspect make more difficult the analytical work without positioning.
Like  for  the  economic  aspects  we will  try to  take  into  consideration  the  aspects  above 
because they play an important role in agriculture everywhere in the world. But we will not analyse 
it properly even if we will include it in our analysis.  
The third point is in fact a social topics and arise several question. A main point is that firms 
want sell GMOs in order to lower hunger. It would be a great commercial advantage for GM-seed 
producers if GMOs could alleviate hunger in the world. Indeed countries faced starvation problem 
would  prefer  choose  seeds  which  will  satisfy  country  needs  further  than  the  regular  seeds. 
Furthermore it  could make the advertising of the firms if  it  resolved hunger,  and could caused 
purchasing of seeds.
So sellers promote the fact that it help to product more so enable low price and like that 
provide a better food acces for population. Therefore it could explain a wide spreading. However 
the hunger is in worldwide for a long time, and persist even with high technology progress. So we 
could ask ourselves what are the process of hunger existence in order to understand if GMOs could 
have  an  effect  in  these  processes.  A  part  of  854  millions  inhabitants  in  the  world  are 
undernourished, and 820 million in developing countries according the FAO.
So we shall wonder how GMOs influence in the wide process of hunger in the world.
III The point of  investigation: a social, geographic and global topic
The link between GMO and world food issue is our central topic. It's a subject which has to 
be approach in diferents scales and determinate by diferents  actors  by taking into account the 
regional and local context (social, political, economical, geographical, cultural...). 
Geography is  probably one of the best  line to take into consideration and analyse these 
aspects. Moreover, agriculture connected with population bring several geographical topics. Even if 
lots of the driving forces of world food issue don't have clearly a spatial dimension, especially some 
economic process, the population who suffers of undernourishment and hunger is geographically 
located as much as agricultural productions. For this, geography appears relevant to describe and 
analyze this issue: Do we need GMO to feed the world ?
The process of hunger is really complicated and has to be analyzed to see the effect  of 
GMOs in this process.  
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How do the hunger occurs?
We know that hunger is not only a process in itself. We have to take in consideration all the 
factor which cause hunger like for example the poverty (FAO, 2006;  Lappé F M, Collins J and 
Rosset P, 1998; Atkens Peter and Bowler Ivan, 2001). We also saw that hunger could be a problem 
of food access because lack of money, lack of way to produce, lack of space, mechanization, labour 
forces and lack of land availability(FAO, 2002; White B, 1978; Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 
1998). According these points we will have to know:
Do GMOs able to help poverty? Do GMOs involve higher production? Do GMOs able to 
give food access to poor population? Do GMOs help in network food, and distribution as much as 
low price? And finally, how GMOs can alleviate hunger ?
It's by putting into relation these two main dimensions that we will describe and analyse the 
GMO stakes in food production process.
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Chapter 2: Method
In doing research for this project,  we gathered information from written sources such as 
book, article, statistical, governmental documents and websites. We also consulted the websites of 
the World bank, FAO, GMOs encompass, where many written materials can be found in electronic 
formats. We are going to investigate our work considering that studies and numbers from statistical 
sources are relevant, however these websites are critiquable. Furthermore, we were fortunate to 
have a contact with Joelle LALLEMAND, scientist in National Institute of Agronomic Researches 
in France with whom we were able to have discussions which contributed to orientate our work. 
Limits:
We  can  say  that  the  limits  of  our  project  are  largely  due  to  our  approach.  Indeed  we 
investigated the topic with sources that we found, even if some books or some statistical data were 
slightly old. Moreover the sources that we used come from FAO data, or studies, as well as scientist 
article, which use particular method influenced by their background or their aim to end up to a 
result.  There is therefore a chance that these document may not be self critical,  or investigated 
following that they aimed. However sources that we use are recognized as relevant and sure in our 
paper, because they come from serious investigation by analytical work. But we will remain critical 
during all our project considering difference of method used by written sources.  It seems important 
to remind that this project had several other path to follow and is critiquable due to Maps used 
which are issue of calculation showing a certain reality.
I The problem formulation
For this paper we had to follow certain steps in oder to progress in our work. We have 
chosen to present you the reasoning as we had done in the whole paper in order to facilitate the 
reading of this project.
First  of  all  we  are  going  to  present  GMOs  in  the  impact  upon  the  hunger.  Indeed  in 
Monsanto website which is one of the greatest firm which produce GMOs, they put some video or 
article  which  say  that  GM-seeds  will  grow  standard  living  and  alleviate  hunger 
(http://www.monsanto.com/biotech-gmo/asp/country  . Asp  ?cname=Argentina):
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● « 90%:  Biotech  farmers  whom  are  small,  resource-poor  farmers  from  developing 
countries », http://www.monsanto.com/
● « http://www.monsanto.com/biotech-gmo/asp/videogallery.asp »,  this  video  shows  that 
biotechnology is safe and can alleviate undernourishment problem.
We have chosen considering those affirmations and images, to investigate if GMOs could 
alleviate  hunger  with  the  question  HOW GMOs CAN ALLEVIATE HUNGER   which  will 
constitute our problematic as long as our point of investigation. Self criticism was made in this part 
in oder to produce the limitation of our paper and remind the reader that the project could have 
several other ways to go. 
II The framework and investigation.
A Setting of the context
In order to investigate this problem formulation definition of hunger and undernourishment 
will be used. Most importantly these definition will enable us to understand the stakes of the large 
process of hunger. These parameters are important in any discussion upon global food security as 
much as to understand the way of working of hunger. At the same this research enable to get some 
data and informations in books and websites -principally FAO website- in order to make maps of 
the global sight of hunger. The second and third chapters serves to familiarize the reader with what 
we view as important background information in order to understand this paper. These chapters are 
also used to put in link both dimension as Hunger and GMOs in order to understand global and 
actual situation. Some maps are necessary to enable reader to have a sight of the global relation 
between these two different dimensions.
The sources to make our maps were taken in Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) 
website in the database part which contain the quantity of production each year by countries.
B Theoretical part
In order to have a viewpoint from theory it appeared important to analyze the actual food 
situation by empirical work from global thinker which still have an impact in economic world of 
nowadays.  Indeed,  in  order  to  understand  process  matching  hunger  and  food  production  it's 
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important  to  use  theoretical  work  which  enable  to  get  a  representation  of  how  world  works. 
Graphics and theoretical comparisons will be used in order to clarify the different manner to see 
World food security and the trend which enable to explain the actual state of world food. In order to 
do so, it was necessary to apply theories in our case of study to point out new stakes involved. 
Marx, Malthus and Ricardo will appear necessary to be able to talk about food security as long as 
globalization which involve new trend nowadays.
These theories will be used to make hypothesis about hunger cause.
C The analysis
In the first part of the analysis it was necessary to match all the elements that we presented 
in third, fourth and fifth chapter in order to enable the reader to follow the reasoning made. Most 
importantly first part of analyze will be use to get global representation of what will be discuss in 
all the analysis. This will be done with FAO and governmental statistique and maps which support 
globally that we argue. Indeed those maps serve to criticize theory and draw a first typology of 
characteristics  of  hungry countries.  This  will  enable  to  compare  with  maps  and  tables  GMOs 
applying and hunger in order to show that GMOs are not intended to hungry countries. 
Then we will explain hunger process in presenting all poverty factors which lead to scarcity. 
It will be done by reading number of books, articles and web reports notably in google.scholar, with 
the support of statistics and maps which will make our work clear and credible.
Finally we will make it the last part of analysis, the link between GMOs rules and scarcity 
problems in order to see if GMOs can alleviate hunger. It will be done by an analyze of GMOs rules 
which respond to  the market.  The rules  will  be picked up in  governmental  website  as  long as 
litterature which is important upon this topics. 
This chapter enable reader to conclude by himself and  keep a critical aspect about what we 
are saying due to the criticism kept along the project.
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Chapter 3: Introduction about hunger
      I Global situation and trends in the beginning of 21 century
       A) Global approach
According FAO, in 2001-2003 854 million people are still undernourished around the world: 
820 millions in developing countries, 25 millions in transition countries and 9 millions in developed 
countries (FAO, 2006). Between 1990-1992 and 2001-2003 the number of undernourished people 
have  been  reduced by only 3 millions  in  developing  countries.  This  contrasts  starkly with  the 
reduction of 37 million achieved in the 1970s and of 100 million in the 1980s. But the percentage of 
undernourished people had decreased  from 20% in 1990-1992 to 17% of the total population in 
2001-2003. 
This  paper  will  speak  about  developing  countries  and  countries  in  transition  because 
developed countries are not really concerned by undernourishment as a big issue. Some people can 
suffer of hunger in these areas but it's a very little part of their population in percentage and it's why 
we'll exclude developed countries. 
B) Regional scale and hunger
Global trends hide local and regional progress and setback of undernourished people.  In 
regional scale, progress have been made in Asia-Pacific area, in Caribbean and Latin America in 
term of percentage and numbers. In the opposite side setback have been done in Near East and 
North Africa where number and percentage of undernourished people rised. Sub-Saharan Africa 
made  progress  in  percentage  but  the  number  of  undernourished  people  continued  to  increase 
significantly. It's from a distance the area in the world the more affected by undernourishment: it 
accounts only for 13 percent of the global population but for 25 percent of the undernourished 
people in the developing world (FAO, 2006).
We won't describe each sub-region and countries because it will be too long and not very 
relevant considering that in this paper we are interested about describe process of hunger in the 
global  scale.  So there  are  enormous inequalities  in  undernourishment  between areas,  countries, 
inside countries, between cities and rural areas, also between gender and age. Indeed food is not fair 
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distributed, the assumption depand on the scale which we are looking at.
II The causes of hunger
There are a huge range of hunger causes, in this part we will try to present you the main 
causes of undernourishment considering the world scale of hunger but we do not claim to present an 
exhaustive list of all the causes.
A Natural causes of agricultural losses
Natural factors are responsible of losses in agriculture and thereby cause low harvest and 
undernourishment sometimes. The aim of this part  is to present you briefly the main causes of 
agricultural losses in developing countries.
1) Acidity and salinity of soils
Acidity and salinity are two important causes of losses in agriculture: 40% of irrigate area is 
affected by salt soil (Engel K H, Frenzel T, Miller A, 2002) and 30% to 40 % of arable land is 
affected by acid soil which are responsible of 80% of yield lost (Engel K H, Frenzel T, Miller A, 
2002).
2) Natural disasters and natural climatic oscillations
Natural disasters like drought, floods, cyclones or natural oscillation as el Nino phenomenon 
play  an  important  role  in  hunger  process.  Natural  disasters  move  populations,  destroy 
infrastructures and productions (FAO, 2006). 
For  example,  in  Guatemala  undernourishment  multiply  by two  between  1990-1992  and 
2001-2003. Even if natural disasters were not the only factor its could explain a lot this trend (FAO, 
2006). The effects of El Niño were followed by hurricane Mitch in 1998 and an important drought 
in 2001  which involved important hunger.
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3) Drought and water pressure
Drought is the natural disaster the most dangerous for agriculture it is why we decided to 
devote a part for it even if drought are include in natural disaster category. More than 70% of water 
consumption concerns agriculture in the world and more for developing countries where agriculture 
play often an important role in the economy. The incapacity to water access, which involve basic 
hygiene and agricultural production reliable, is often one of the first causes of undernourishment 
(FAO, 2004) and poverty.
4) Insects and diseases
Insects  are  one  of  the  biggest  cause  of  losses  in  developing  countries  agriculture.  For 
example crickets in Niger and  Mali in 1999 caused losses of ¼ of farmers harvest (Rosset, Collins, 
1998).
Diseases also are an important cause of agricultural losses.
B The poverty
Hunger process is generally linked with poverty (FAO, 2006; UNDP, 2001). In this part we 
will give you some important numbers for the following analysis and also we will try to present 
poverty as a cause of undernourishment process. This part is not an analysis properly but it contain 
necessary data for the futur analysis.
   
1) The poverty involve a limited access of food and a limit food production for self-consumption
 2.1 billion people, live on less or equal than US$2 a day and 880 million live on less than 
US$1 a day (World Bank, 2008). 75 per cent of population living on equal or less than US$2 
a  day  live  in  rural  area  (Economic  and  Social  Council  in  United  Nation,  Official 
Development Assistance, 2008). Undernourishment and hunger are often considers as main 
consequences of poverty (FAO, 2006).
 Population living with equal or less than US$2 a day generally spend all their incomes to 
buy food. If the food prices are too high or rise they do not have any way of retreat (WFP, 
2006). They simply cannot buy and eat enough food.
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 Considering  these  low incomes  they cannot  invest  in  their  agricultural  production  with 
machines or chemical products to increase their yields, their incomes and their agricultural 
productivity.  A big  part  of  the  world  agricultural  production  is  made  in  order  to  self-
consumption by poor people but do not enable poorest farmers to get sufficient income to 
get enough to eat (Heeks R, 1995). Moreover due to a low energetics fuels, physics capacity 
of poor farmers is reduce (FAO, 2006) and involve the decline of their productivity.
2) The way of working of global economical context has a part of accountability in food access 
problems
First, in the context of liberalization of agriculture agricultural production is not considers as 
food but as a commodity. Agricultural choices depends on the global market and not of local needs.
Many agricultural  producers  choose  their  production,  their  crops,  considering  the  price  of 
selling of these production in the global market. They will choose, in most of case, the production 
which  will  give  them the  higher  income.  Thereby they  will  not  ensure  food  security  or  self-
consumption (Heeks R, 1995).
In this way nobody produce food for poorest people who cannot pay for food (Lappé F M, Collins J 
and Rosset P, 1999). Today a huge part of food production, particularly big farmers' production, are 
not intended to local market. Because the population is too poor to buy it on the market most of 
hungry countries export food towards the global market (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999).
Also as we will see the market does not distribute money fairly by nature. The market is 
leads by economical power which does not advantage hungry people.
 Market leads to concentration (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). Today the firm 
Cargill control more than 40% of cocoa in the global market of and more than 45% of cereal 
in worldwide (Beaudoin A D, 2006). The 10 biggest  companies of agrochemical control 
more than 90% of global food market including seed and GM-crop technology (Beaudoin A 
D, 2006).
To summarize most of food commodities in the global market are produced by a minority of 
big farmers whereas the majority of farmers produce only a little part of food in the world 
food market. This situation trends to reduce the access of food for numerous poor farmers by 
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limiting their incomes. 
 If the majority of the production in the food market is created by a minority of farmers. It's 
because productivity can be 1000 times upper in developed countries than in certain African 
countries which are often not mechanised (Beaudoin A D, 2006). Agricultural productivity is 
clearly  unfair  between  developing  countries  which  are  mechanised  and  subsidized 
compared  poorest  countries  where  agricultural  losses  is  much  more  important  and 
financially difficult (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999).
 An other cause of this imbalance is the concentration of land (Lappé F M, Collins J and 
Rosset P, 1999). Today big farmers have an important land access whereas numerous little 
farmers do not have a sufficient land access to enable a production responding of all their 
consumption. They will even produce less food to sell in the global food market and thereby 
couldn’t get incomes to ensure their primary needs. (www.globalissues.org) 
 Liberalization deprive national governments of tools to influence in economy: deletion of 
trade barriers to protect inside market, privatization of national firms considers as strategic 
to manage and plan economy... Thereby international policies, from International Monetary 
Funds  (IMF),  World  Bank  or  World  Trade  Organisation  (WTO)  increase  sometimes 
countries' dependency by opening local market to foreign concurrence. It increase economic 
concentration and reduce distribution of trade benefits  (Lappé F M, Rosset P,  Collins J, 
1998).
To summarize, the actual economical context play a role in poverty and hunger notably in 
poorest and hungriest countries. These aspects of market economy seems to be a cause of hunger.
3) The Hunger trap: poverty as a cause of hunger.
Often we consider hunger as the result of poverty but hunger and poverty have two ways of 
relationships (WTP, 1998). The aim of the following points is to present in why poverty is also a 
cause of hunger. Then it will be easier to be aware of the complex process of undernourishment. 
 Hunger reduce work capacity for two main reasons. Hungry people have physical capacities 
reduced cause  by low energetics  fuels  and  are  more  touched by deseases  an  epidemics 
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(WTP,   1998).  Hunger  cause  psychological  damages  which  takes  away motivation  and 
breeds hopelessness (WTP, 1998). 
 Second by reducing work capacity and productivity hungry people have statistically lower 
incomes (WTP, 1998) because employers trend to employ more good health people's. It’s 
also  proved  that  hunger  reduce cognitive  ability  and  school  attendance  (Margot  Igland 
Skarpeteig, 2008).
 Hunger can makes poverty intergenerational because it  is responsible of an « inadequate 
development  of  physical  and  mental  capacities  of  the  new  generation »  (WTP,  1998). 
Hungry  mothers  involve  oftently  hungry  childrens  because  she cannot  plenty  feed  her 
children in terms of quantity and quality. Moreover childrens, have almost always less food 
than other house member's enable to work and provide incomes for the household.
 « A person’s physical work capacity is determined by his entire nutritional history » (WTP, 
1998) and by his entire history linked to psychological traumatism since the beginning of his 
childhood.  As  we  said  above,  hunger  reduce  school  abilities  and  attendance  and 
undernourished people, particularly children, are more touched by deseases. 
For these reasons hungry child become most of time an hungry adult  who cannot nourish 
enough his children in quantity and quality. It involve a vicious circle: the hunger trap.
C Political implications
In this part we will show you that political context and priorities are important factors to 
understand undernourishment process.
1) Agriculture and economic priorities
The  aim of  the  following  points  enable  to  present  how political  choices  in  agriculture 
influence in food insecurity process. Political decisions are often lead by economical priorities.
 In one hand, Orientate agricultural production to ensure food security involve an important 
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need of food aid and don’t contribute a lot to GDP and agricultural production increasing 
(Maxwell S, 2003). On the other hand orientate agricultural production in only few cultures 
to export, contribute a lot to GDP and agricultural production increasing. However it cannot 
ensure food security because the production is not product for local food market but on the 
contrary for global food market. Thereby the production and incomes benefit less to local 
population (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1998).
 Developing countries are very dependant of global market prices which can change very 
speedily. In Central America decreasing of coffee prices involved increasing of poverty and 
undernourishment because agricultural system was focus on coffee production (FAO, 2006). 
 Increasing  of  GDP,  in  link  with  the  agricultural  choices,  is  not  always  synonymous  of 
poverty  and  hunger  reduction,  even  if  economic  growth  is  considered  as  one  of  the 
conditions to alleviate those problems (FAO, 2006). 70 per cent of the poorest people, with 
equal  or  less  than  US$2 day in  developing  countries,  live  in  rural  area  and depend  of 
agriculture for their livelihoods (FAO, 2006). Public investments are essential in agriculture 
to alleviate poverty and hunger in rural areas with agricultural research, improvement of 
infrastructures, education and so on. 
2) Political context and investment in agriculture
The problem in hungry countries is sometimes due to the weaknesses of investments in 
agriculture  as  much  considering  public  than  private  investments.  Agricultural  investments  are 
generally a necessary aspect to alleviate hunger (FAO, 2006)
 In lot's of developing countries public investments for agriculture are very low considering 
the importance of agriculture in the GDP and the number of people employed by this sector 
(FAO, 2006)
 Local political contexts, depending on policy makers, are also a very important aspect of 
poverty and undernourishment.  Considering the importance of  agricultural  sector,  global 
context  has  to  conducive  to  private  investment  which  is  an  important  aspect  of  GDP 
increasing even for agriculture. Countries need the existence of good functioning to attract 
investments:  quality and transparency of  governance  and public  administration,  political 
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stability, economic stability (FAO, 2006).
3) Conflits
Conflits are clearly one of the responsible of poverty and increase hunger (FAO, 2006). 
Most of time where conflits have been done, increasing of hunger risen during the conflict like in: 
Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Eritrea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Afghanistan or Irak. 
Conflits destroy infrastructures and are responsible of population move. This deprive to develop 
agriculture for long and middle term. The impact of conflicts in undernourishment appears as an 
evidence for Africa. The Africa was the world area the most touched by conflicts during the last 
decades which can explain concentration  today -notably where the conflicts have been done- of the 
most important percentage of hungry people.  
In this part we tried to present you a synthesis of main causes of undernourishment around 
the world. After have done it we are able now to look at the causes of GMOs which could influence 
in the positive way.
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Chapter 4: GMOs in the case of hunger
GMOs are a problematic subject because of diferents actors and interest which occur and 
create conflicts as well as particular situation.
We have chosen to investigate GMOs because it is a global topic which is related with a 
great question of hunger in the world. Indeed they enable to higher yields and thereby could help to 
alleviate  food  scarcity  in  poor  countries  (« http://www.monsanto.com/biotech-
gmo/asp/videogallery.asp »).
GMOs and hunger apply in global scale. Indeed, in this paper, we will focus our attention 
into analyze the global effects of GMOs in the state of world food. In order to do that, we are going 
to  present the influence which could get GM-crops in hunger process. Indeed in the first part we 
tried to present what are reasons of hunger. Therefore we will focus on the influence that GMOs can 
bring to alleviate the problems presented in first part.  Then we will emphasize the evolution of 
world food since GMOs started-up.
GMOs  -Genetically  Modified  Organisms-  were  a  big  progress  in  technology.  The  first 
production was commercialized in 1996 and from there the using of GMOs increased and spreads 
rapidly around the World. 
It appeared necessary for us to remind the temporal scale in order to be able to analyze the 
changing that GMOs brought in agriculture. In our analysis we will consider that GMOs effects 
could be observed from 1996, because it's the date of the beginning of their free marketing. 
I An adaptability with natural conditions
Considering  its  definition « the  science,  of  cultivating  soil,  producing  crops,  and  raising 
livestock; farming »(Dictionary Robert, 2003), the first principle of agriculture result in adaptability 
in natural condition. This science is for the most part practiced as an outside activity in developing 
countries above all for poor people. Therefore it use soil and thereby depend on the climate, animals 
and naturals condition.
So GM-crops are a good tools to use in agriculture by:
● The adaptability in different type of soil and conditions such as droughts, today not done 
with success but with potential achievements soon, or massive and frequent rains,  achieved 
by the methods of genetic modification. For example a frost-resistant potato was created in 
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1994 by inserting a gene producing an anti-freeze protein from a fish into the potato plant 
(Reiss  and Straughan,  1996).  Moreover  GM-crops  involve the possibility to  cultivate  in 
acids soils, which occupy 30 percents of arable land and  can cause until 80 percents of 
yields losses (Frenzel T H, Miller A, 2002). It's a great modification which enable to avoid 
losses of harvest. The efficiency of GMOs would be appreciate in region such Sahel which 
undergo droughts almost every year (JISAO data, 2001).
● Their efficiency of breeding due to the selection of stronger plants add with small character 
in  DNA(Shah  D  M,  Horsh  R  B,  Klee  H  J,  agbioforum).   They  remove  thereby  the 
uncertainties  in  yields  by  ensure  stronger  plant  as  possible  and  enable  higher  food 
production.
● Their resistance to the potential threaten as insects. Some South Saharan part in Africa face 
this problem with cricket invasion which involve huge losses for fragile agricultural sector 
as Niger and  Mali in 1999 where some farmers undergone losses of ¼ of their harvest 
(Rosset and Collins, 1998).  There is some specific characteristics about the crops, like for 
example the color  and odor of flowers of plants, which attract pests and insects. Then, by 
modifying the genes that code for those characteristics of plants a recombinant insect and 
pest-resistant transgenic plant can be created (Reiss and Straughan, 1996). Therefore the 
genes strengthen plants and increase yields. 
GMOs appeared as a strong tool enable to influence in developing countries by their natural 
capacity which enable to enhance production for farmers.
Nevertheless GMOs are not only a tool. They are insert in the global market, and involve 
new practices in rural areas. We are going to present the influence involved by their using.
II Influence of GMOs which play on poverty
GM-crops have some abilities caused by the genes modification in their small character. But 
these abilities involve indirect gain in the field, which higher profit of farmers and play on poverty.
● Modified crops have high abilities to reduce costs of production  . Indeed GMOs can acquire 
specific agricultural traits as herbicide -like glyphosate- or insecticides tolerance, which are 
widespread  in  agriculture  in  several  form  (Miller  A,  2002).  For  example  « Round-up 
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Ready » was developed with the aim of Genetic engineering. Thereby farmers will lower 
their expenditures by reducing use of treatments on the fields and therefore lower their costs 
of productions (Engel K H, Frenzel T, 2002). Considering the food access  problem due to 
the price and low productivity with weak mechanization that meet developing countries, a 
decrease of cost of production will lower price and enable a greater access to food for the 
population. It's due to higher prodution which provoke more food on the market and lower 
price (see below in theoretical approaches).
● This technology reduce time and necessary labour force  . Indeed such seeds decrease the 
necessary maintain time that would involved regular crops because of strength production 
which diminish the uncertainty and enable farmer to be sure of resistance efficiency in their 
fields (Marie-Louise Flannery, Fiona S. Thorne, agbioforum). Farmers will lower herbicides 
used. This gain in time causes a least need of labour forces in existant farm which will 
enable new farms to loom up thanks to labour force availability. 
● GMOs can make a better accessibility of food  . Indeed their commercialization in low cost 
can help developing countries to growth their food market and thereby increased their GDP 
(Stave J W, 1999). With this tool, economy of country will growth and impact of population 
will  occurs. Thereby wage of population will  increase and poverty decrease at the same 
time. The accessibility of food will enhance thus the production. For example introduction 
of high-yielding, drought tolerant, and early ripening varieties have led to impressive gains 
in  maize  production  in  Central  and  West  Africa.  In  turn  there  is  development  of 
supplementary and increased food markets in Burkina Faso, Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Nigeria 
and Zaire (Edgar J. DaSilva, Section of Life Sciences, Division of Basic and Engineering 
Sciences, UNESCO).
As we can see the applying of GMOs involve lots of advantages in agricultural production. 
Therefore farmers  can find  several  interest  to  use GMOs.  Moreover  the agricultural  domain is 
widespread in the third world with more than 1 billions of poor people who lived in rural area. So 
this  technology could enable  several  positive effects  in  hunger  process problem. The argument 
above was taken in website and book which talk about general GMOs advantages. However the 
agricultural sector is diversified and different between location. So we have chosen to investigate 
the effect of advantages, presented as global above, in the context of developing countries.
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However we have chosen to present you a sight of effect of GMOs by mapping FAO data in 
order to understand global stakes and criticize the description above. Indeed we will see if GMOs 
had a global effects in rise of countries productions.
III Global sight in particular case of GMOs
With this map  (annexe 1) we are going to see if there is a real link between the GMOs 
location and the rise of production. Indeed we have chosen to take beans and cereal because they 
are largely made in genetic engineering. Moreover those seeds represent a basic feeding for a big 
part of population.
MAP: Production cereal augmentation rate 1996-2001 + production in 1996 and 2001 (annexe 1)
This map represent the evolution of cereal and beans production from 1996 to 2001. It's 
expressed in percentage, and represent the rate of augmentation of production in 5 years.
Those informations were picked-up in the FAO website, and afterwards put on Excel in order to 
apply this data in ArcMap. 
We have calculated the augmentation rate between 1996 and 2001 under Excel and put then 
the  table  into  ArcMap.  Afterwards  we  have  chosen  to  represent  this  rate  augmentation  as  a 
quantitative value in order to show countries in setback or in augmentation. 
The principal aim of this map was to give a global sight of the impact of GMOs in global 
production. Indeed 1996 fit to the starting point of GMOs marketing.
So we have chosen to represent on the first map -the biggest (annexe 1)- the augmentation 
rate of Cereal and Beans which account for great ressources of feeding in developing countries. 
Furthermore these two productions represent a big weight of GMOs production in laboratory and 
selling (http://www.gmo-compass.org/; http://agbioforum.org). So we wanted to have a sight of the 
global influence of GMOs in world production. We represented the map with Red and Blue color to 
point out the countries which augmented their cereal and beans production, in order to put in link 
with countries which cultivate GMOs and observe the impact. 
This cartographic representation of rate have to be approach carefully because of values 
which can show different  realities.  Indeed a country which had a really weak  production can 
increase more easily his rate. It is in fact the case of Peru, Chad, Niger, Somalia which had an 
explosion of their cereal  production « rates », or Morocco, Botswana, Algeria and Zambia which 
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have a setback in their beans and cereals production. The red and blue does not say nothing about 
the quantity of agricultural production made by countries, for example Russia could as much as 
Botswana get  the  higher  production in  the world.  Therefore  the  augmentation  of  production  is 
relatively overvalued in countries which produce few, and undervalued in countries which produce 
a lot.
So we have chosen to show you the  production by country in 1996 with the small map and 
in 2001 with the yellow round in order to get a representation of the real meaning of this rate. 
So it would be interesting to compare both maps. In fact we see in this second map -and the 
yellow circles- that Africa produce less than the other continents which explain the intense red and 
blue color on the big map. Indeed considering the weak production of countries, the rates are very 
sensitive in changing, it's mathematical. Each shift in production will influence a lot on the rate.
Therefore countries with intense color are countries with weak production. Otherwise we 
can see a wide range of situation. Countries in North America and West Europe seems to have made 
a setback in cereals and beans production. Those countries are not touched anymore by hunger and 
have  a  great  production  so  they  could  have  switched  it  by  other  agricultural  production. 
Nevertheless Germany augmented its production.  
Latin  America  and  Eastern  Europe  appear  in  red,  so  augmented  their  productions  rate. 
GMOs  were  introduced  in  high  quantity  in  Latin  America  and  can  had  influence  this  rate 
augmentation. Nevertheless Africa is the most rural society but does not show a great augmentation 
of cereals production. Furthermore lots of the red countries did not accept GMOs in this period, as 
Niger, Chad and Burundi. Eastern Europe is not highly touched by using GMOs, as well as India, 
but also China shows an important setback while this country accepted GMOs since 1997 and has 
big rice production (USDA, 2000).
There is lots of different causes which enable a country to increase its production, but we are 
interested in GMOs effect in this case. If we have a look to the board above we noticed that there is 
not relevant relation between GMOs location and growth of production in the developing world. 
For example China has a important setback  of production over this period whereas GMOs are 
present since 1997 (USDA, 2000). However Brazil and Argentina which had  invested a lot in 
GMOs could granted them their  rate augmentation.  We will  not use Paraguay and India  which 
adopted GMOs after 2001. 
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Moreover noticed lots of other countries which increased their production as Mali, Niger, 
without GM-crops over this period. Others have even made a great setback as China if we take into 
account its big production and the GMOs presence.
But these several affirmations from scientists « It can alleviate hunger in the third world »(Nina 
Fedoroff, 2002; Dodo and Tally, 1998;  DaSilva E J, Section of Life Sciences, Division of Basic and 
Engineering Sciences,  UNESCO; Monsanto; Food Drug Administration) did not appeared as an 
evidence in the world scale of cereals and beans production.
Therefore we are wondering about the ability of GMOs to alleviate hunger problem, if the 
production of countries doesn't grow importantly when countries are producer like South Africa and 
China.
Considering the lack of evidence of GMOs as a global tool to rise production in the map, we 
decided to investigate the link between population, production and hunger. This will be useful in 
order to understand better the world situation of hunger and factors which influence in scarcity.
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1: www.freewebs.com/
List of country which invested the 
most in GMOs before 2003
Chapter 5:Theoretical approach
I Malthus: population growth and limitate resources
A Malthus theory and agricultural ressources
Thomas  Malthus  (1766-1834)  was  an  English  economist  who produced  a  very influent 
theory studying the link between growth of population and agricultural production. He started his 
analysis with two independent postulata: « First, that food is necessary to the existence of man » 
and « secondly, that the passion between the sexes is necessary and will remain nearly in its present 
state » (Malthus T, 1798). For him, those are naturals laws and « the race of human can not, by any 
effort of raison, escape from it » (Malthus T, 1798). As it is shown with the scheme, if the growth of 
population is not regulated we will arrive in the crisis point where demand of food will be upper 
than it supply because according to him: « Population, when unchecked, increase in a geometrical 
ratio.  Resources  increase  only  in  an  arithmetical  ratio. »  (Malthus  T,  1798).  In  fact  Malthus 
considers human with the same natural rules than animals and vegetals population which increase 
until scarcity of resources which involve death and afterwards decrease before increase again and so 
on. This is cyclic process which can be check for all animals and vegetals population. For human 
it's the same: when population is too important considering resources (food) « misery is an absolutly 
and necessary consequence » (Malthus T, 1798). It is the natural way to regulate population growth 
because « population cannot increase without the mean of subsistence » (Malthus T, 1798). 
 « The  competition  among  buyers  in  the  market  of  meat  would  rapidly  raise  the 
price » (Malthus T, 1798) and like this raising global poverty by reduce food access . Indeed in 
Malthus's view population raise faster than production: it mean demand increase more than supply.
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B Criticize: Malthus theory today
1) Agriculture and technique improvement
Since  Malthus  time,  great  improvements  have  been  made  in  agriculture  thanks  to 
development  of  sciences in  general.  Chemistry enable  new products  directly created by human 
engineering  which  are  today  a  key  for  agricultural  productivity  with  fertilizers,  pesticides... 
Machinery or irrigation technics have been improved in an unthinkable level in the time of Malthus 
context. Today we can produce much more food in one acre than two century ago. Even if Malthus 
took into account technical improvement he certainly underestimated it when he said that resources 
can only raise arithmetically. During the green revolution, 1944-1970, rice production was multiply 
by three and wheat production by ten in India (FAO stat, database)
Now  technical  improvement  is  much  more  important  than  Malthus  predicted,  all  the 
sciences play a role on it even in agriculture. The green revolution is one of the best example of the 
rising of productivity and production appeared recently in agriculture.
We do not mean that a limit point does not exist but we say that in the case of food, the point 
of scarcity is far in global scale as we will explain later.
2) Evolution of demographic regime and Malthus theory.
a) The demographic transition 
The demographic transition is characterized by 4 or 5 steps. It is based on an interpretation 
begun in 1929 by the American demographer Warren Thompson of prior  observed changes,  or 
transitions,  in  birth  and death  rates  in  industrialized  societies  over  the  past  two hundred  years 
(Encyclopedia of Population, 2003).
This scheme summarize this model showing mortality and natality rate which define the 
population growth if we exclude migrations flows.
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Source: wikipedia 
The first stage is characterized by high rate of natality and mortality. Population rise globally 
but in the short time periodes of rising alternate with decreasing periodes due to natural events like 
epidemics, food scarcity or cause by conflicts (Haggett P, 2001).
In the second stage, thanks to rising of food supply, medical improvement and hygienist 
revolution, mortality rate decrease a lot whereas natality rate is still high. The consequence is a 
rising of life expectancy and a rapid increasing of population (Haggett P, 2001; Pisson G, 1999).
The third stage is characterized by a progressive decreasing of natality rate due to awareness 
of population of mortality decreasing, it is not necessary anymore to get many children to ensure a 
suitable family size. It is also caused by social changes: improvement of contraceptive technology, 
development of education, increasing of female literacy and employment, change of the conception 
of  children education.  During this  periode the rise  of population trends  to  diminish but  is  still 
important (Pisson G, 1999).
In the fourth stage mortality and natality rate stabilize in a low level and the population 
trends rise slowly like in the first step (Haggett P, 2001; Pisson G, 1999). 
The fifth stage is not present in the original demographic transition model. It's a stage with a 
decreasing of population due to a rate of natality under two children per female, minimum rate to 
ensure the reproducing of generation. The result is a decreasing of population as in many European 
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countries or in Japan if we don't take into international migrations flows.
This  model  is  very general  and  cannot  apply in  all  the  case,  exactly  like  it  have  been 
sumarize just  before.  But  global  trends  and recent  demographical  history tends  to  confirm this 
model also in developing countries (Pisson G, 1999). Everywhere around the world, even if some 
exceptions exist as in Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East, family size generally decrease and 
this model is checked everywhere with a time-lag (Pisson G, 1999).
Today the world population increase fastly especially in the third world: medical technology 
improvement enable most of time decreasing of mortality rate in many countries even if it’s still 
high in some. Few countries are still in the second stage - Yemen, Afghanistan, Palestine, Bhutan, 
Laos and many countries of Sub-Saharan Africa (Caldwell J, 2006) - and their population grows 
rapidly. In many of these countries, an uncertain and low level of food consumption involve a rate 
of mortality still high which can justify an high rate of natality. Indeed it could be to ensure the 
productivity of family because for example children in rural area produce more than they consume 
after 6 years old (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1998). Food scarcity is not necessarily the 
only factor of a  high rate of natality: epidemics -AIDS-, wars or unfavorables conditions play also 
an important role because it diminish the life expectancy. Less important is the life expectancy more 
families tends to get many children. It have been observed that when the life level decrease most of 
time the fertility rise (Schoumaker B, Tabutin D, 1999) 
Most of developing countries are today in the third stage - Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, 
Paraguay,  Bolivia,  Vietnam,  India,  Bangladesh,  Qatar,  United  Arab  Emirates,  Zimbabwe, 
Botswana...(Caldwell J, 2006) - and the growth of population in these countries trends to diminish.
Argentina, Bahamas, Puerto Rico, Brazil, Sri Lanka, South Korea, Iran, China, Thailand... 
are today in the fourth stage and their rising of population is low (Caldwell J, 2006). 
Finally some countries especially in Western Europe have a death rate superior to natality 
rate: it's the fifth stage. Without international migrations the population of these countries would 
decrease.  The major  consequence is  an ageing of  population like in  England,  Germany,  Spain, 
Portugal and Japan (Caldwell J, 2006).  
Malthus lived in a specific context: he assist to the bloody French revolution which was 
strongly linked with scarcity of food. Also Malthus assisted to the beginning of the demographic 
transition in england characterized by an important rise of population. In 1794 and 1800 bad yields 
involved misery and scarcity in England (Encyclopedia universalis 9). Malthus was really worry 
about food scarcity and produce a model with the hypothesis of an important rising of population, 
which didn’t occur as strongly as he thought in the world scale. As a consequence of demographic 
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transition population will not continue to rise indefinitely as Maltus predicted. As we will see under-
mentioned population prospects predict the stop of global rise of population for the actual century. 
Then Malthusian theory can not appears as relevant today as a general system. Moreover, on the 
contrary to Malthus some line of thought argue that is not an high natality which cause food scarcity 
but that is food scarcity and poverty which involve high natality.
b) Population prospects
This graph shows the prospects of population growth for each continent and for the world 
population:
The abscisse axis represent the time and the ordinate axis represent the population in millions. The 
continue line is what’s happened whereas dotted are the old prospects.
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Source: UN, 2007: http://esa.un.org/unpp/ 
On the contrary to Malthus prediction population does not increase geometrically today in 
the global scale and notably in most developed countries. Of course it is always true in some part of 
the world but it is clearly not a general and natural law. Today some countries, in the old Europe for 
example, lost population if we do not take into account international migrations. Since Malthus, the 
demographic transition changed the demographic rythms everywhere in the world. It is not finished 
in each country and area but it has start for all of them (Pisson G, 1999). When countries finished 
their demographical transition the population increase slowly and decrease sometimes. The most 
recognized model of world population evolution created by UN predict, is that rising of the global 
population will stop around ten or twelve milliard in the middle of the twenty-first century (Pisson 
G, 1999; UN, 2001). 
During  the  history  old  prediction  were  overestimated  because  each  projection  tends  to 
reflect the trends existing when the forecast was made (Hagget P, 1999). Projection of population 
growth can not be analyzed without considering the demographical context when it was produce. As 
it  has  been  said  above  Malthus  prediction  depended  of  his  own  historical  and  demographical 
context.
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Malthusian theory do not appears today as a general model which could be checked in the 
world scale. The two postulata which were the starting point of his theory are not true anymore 
today:  agricultural  production  rised  very  fast  during  the  green  revolution.  Moreover  world 
population do not rise geometrically today thanks notably to the opportunities to control fertility. 
 « The passion between the sexes » did not change since Malthus but it do not involve necessarily to 
get  children.  Considering  these  last  points  other  theoretical  frameworks  appears  necessary  to 
understand  better  the  causes  of  world  hunger.  Using  marxism view  of  hunger,  we  will  use  a 
different  approach  considering  the  capitalist  system  of  production  as  the  main  cause  of 
undernourishment  around  the  world.  Nevertheless  it  is  always  relevant  to  ask  ourself:  do  rise 
agricultural production -thanks to GM-crops- enable hungry people to get a better food access ?     
II Marx, Ricardo and globalisation Theories:
A Theoretical presentation
1) Marx work
Karl  Marx  (1818-1883)  was  a  very  important  thinker  multidisciplinary:  economist, 
philosopher, sociologist, historian... . He is very famous for his criticize of capitalism system of 
production.
Marx was a great theoretician of the 19th century, who tried to draw a global system describing 
capitalism. In his work he described for the most part the functioning of capitalist system, and was 
trying to prove the inefficiency of capitalism in a long term. He produced influent theory in analyze 
of capitalism and communism thought.  His main book is the capital -1867- which is a synthesis of 
his work. This paper speak about his view of the link population-poverty-capitalism. To summarize 
Marx thought that poverty was created by capitalism system of production and he speaks about a 
relative supluses-population as a consequence of capitalism system of production.
Marx wrote some part about agricultural production which for him were playing a great rôle as a 
resources. He ended up in his work to say that « scarcity shows up, therefore, not simply because of 
natural shortages but because of the inability of capitalism to utilize nature effectively. »(Perelman 
M, Antipode A radical journal of Geography, volume 17, 1985, p80-91).
Marx  has  done  this  work  in  the  framework of  missing  resources  in  19th century,  when 
colonisation brought scarcity as in India. We are not going to present his reasoning in theory, and 
how did he end up to this sentence. Indeed we are more going to apply this sentence in some cases, 
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and criticize it with other theories.
2) Theory of ricardo and comparaison
Ricardo is a theoretician that brought “the comparative advantages theory”. He was working 
in the early part of the 19th century. He made this theory which is recognized as an economic reality. 
Indeed he presented how different productions will be organized in order to bring as much profit as 
possible. He explained in his work that countries have interest to be specialized in few production 
where  they  are  good to  produce  and  then  exchange  its  surplus  against  other  productions  than 
produce a little bit of all the production. Indeed Ricardo say that is economically more interesting to 
exchange than to produce slightly everything. 
First of all the agriculture is a production which consist to use natural ressources -wheat, 
rice, water, sun- in order to feed mankind. Lots of pressure play on this resource which is a mean of 
subsistence. 
We decided  to  analyze  and  compare  both  from Ricardo  and  Marx  theories  in  order  to 
criticize the theory that we are going to use in our analysis (Marx theory). Indeed we can see that 
since the beginning of the agriculture, mankind did not produce as much food as nowadays. The 
capitalist system of production amass capital, and at the same time bring intensive production. 
This intensive form of agricultural production was possible due to the possibility offer to 
capitalism to make profit on those resources. Indeed with the theory of “comparative advantages” 
one country can export a product which will bring more money than the importation of the missing 
good. For example Brazil will earn much more money in producing coffee and import wheat than if 
it would produce both as intensively (Randall D, Schnepf, Erik Dohlman, 2001).
So Ricardo's theory shows in some case that capitalism foster high production, and involve 
gain  of  money.  Therefore  capitalism is  able  to  play with  agriculture,  involve development  and 
create necessary resources to go against scarcity in playing with comparative advantage. It avoid 
scarcity because resources made are more important if we focus on one production. Brazil increased 
his GDP fastly thanks to his coffee production (Randall D. Schnepf, Erik Dohlman,  2001). This 
theory going in the opposite way of which Marx has pointed out. 
So  GMOs in  this  case,   higher  agricultural  production,  would  enable  countries  to  earn 
money thanks to comparative advantages.  But  we didn't  see a clear link between increasing of 
production and GMOs location. Therefore we decided to have a look in distribution stakes in the 
context capitalism system.
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B Example and stakes of capitalism in agriculture: case of land
More recently, writing about land redistribution rise in agricultural studies. Indeed in Latin 
America, Africa and part of Asia the land access miss for small farmers. We have chosen to present 
you some examples in order to see if  Marx theory apply in some countries,  and see effects  of 
capitalism. As we said above, capitalist system enabled to produce a lot and transform agriculture 
into massive production, in order to withdraw profit and amass capitals. It also involved benefit in 
global  production  and  GDP of  countries.  We  are  not  going  to  analyze  if  GDP growth  touch 
population  or  not.  But  we  are  wondering  what  are  the  effect  of  capitalism in  certain  case  in 
agriculture considering its diversity and complex stakes.
1) The example of Brazil
Brazil has one of the higher agricultural production in the world. Indeed Brazil is the world's 
largest producer of sugarcane and coffee, and a net exporter of cocoa, soybeans, wheat, rice, corn, 
orange juice, tobacco, forest products, and other tropical fruits and nuts.
In Brazil around 80 percent of producers own farm of less than 10 ha (Heeks R, 1995). 10 percent 
of producers own 50 percent of land available.
This in an effect of capitalist economy which provoked the accumulation of land in order to 
make more profit (see analysis part). Indeed more grouped is the land, easier it is to use fastly, and 
increase yield (Charvet, Chaléard, Géographie agricole et rurale, 2004). At the same time a big part 
of those 80 percent of owner are in a state of uncertainty with tenuousness which can make them 
easily fall in poverty (Heeks R, 1995).Many farmers suffer of land access and are divided between 
work for the great plantation, which will provide an income or produce food for themselves.
Indeed some unfavorable year, hunger appeared in some part of Brazil (Heeks R, 1995). In this case 
the Marx theory can explain the reality of inability of capitalism to deal with agriculture which 
leave people in poverty or uncertainty and involve social problems.
2) The case of Zimbabwe
The Zimbabwe is another example which reflect the unability of capitalist system to deal 
with agriculture. Indeed lots of organization are going against the inequality of land distribution as 
the Commercial Farmers Union. In this country where agricultural production play as an important 
part of economy, more you own land richer you can expect to be (Stoneman, 2000). This relate to 
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the base of capitalism which aim to ammass capital, in this case land. 
Lots of problem rise with land inequality due to the unfair distribution of land. Indeed small 
scale farming share 74,890 -no unit- with 0,28 acre per person while Large scale farming occupy 
500,572  -no  unit-  with  1,57  acre  per  person.  This  involve  land  access  problem  which  cause 
uncertainty and undernourishment (Stoneman, Bower,  2000).  Therefore is  this  case we see that 
capitalism is unable to play with agriculture without involve poverty or land access missing. 
C The Globalisation theory
In this paper we are going to talk about globalisation as a reality. Indeed lots of theoreticians 
and scientists talk about it differently but do agree on main points:
● The  speed  of  communication  and  exchange,  the  complexity  and  size  of  the  networks 
involved, and the sheer volume of trade (Castells, M, 1996; World Bank, 1999; Kellner, D, 
1997)
● Increased  economic  interconnection  has  come  deep-seated  political  changes  -  poorer, 
'peripheral', countries have become even more dependent on activities in 'central' economies 
such as the USA where capital and technical expertise tend to be located. (Beck, U. ,1999; 
Castells, M, 1996; World Bank,1999).
We are going to use these realities in our analyze in order to understand the state of food and 
the stakes involved by accessibility in food.
As a conclusion of this chapter we decided to remind important element. Malthus view was 
over estimated and doesn't appear relevant anymore nowadays to explain scarcity in the global 
scale.  Therefore  we  tried  to  compare  with  Marx  and  Ricardo  the  relationship  which  involve 
capitalism in agriculture in order to try to explain that problem of food scarcity come more from 
distribution in the global scale. The globalisation theory was more a reality that we are going to use 
in our analyze.
Therefore we will emphasize on the distribution problem which cause hunger.
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Chapter 6: Analysis
I Hunger and Demographical pressures
GMOs are presented as a tool to rise the agricultural production thanks to decreasing of 
losses. The argument is that if we produce more, more people could get a food access an the hunger 
will diminish. Here is discussed the demography as a cause of hunger.
A Demographical pressure, agricultural production and hunger.
1) Population quantity
We decided to have a look in the population quantity in order to see if globally there is 
relevant link between hunger and scarcity of food. However Malthus shows up that scarcity cause 
hunger, with the population which is too important to feed. He talks about population which rise 
faster than growth of food production. Therefore in this case the problem of hunger should rise 
where population is  numerous.  We decided to  show a  population map in  order  to  observe  the 
principal location of density and analyze it compared hunger map as we see below.
The red color represent the population, more the color is intense and dark, more there is 
people. Indeed we can see that the most dense areas of population are situated in India and China. 
Afterwards  we  observe  an  important  intensity  of  red  color  in  the  whole  Europe  until  Oural 
Mountain Chain. Then we can distinguish some other darkness in America and Africa.
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2003
The map of hunger make principally appears Africa where the percentage of undernourished 
is extremely important. India appears also on the map of hunger but less than Africa due to the 
representation of the map which use the hungry people in a percentage of the total population.
South Eastern and South Asia has a enormous number of people so it can explain this moderately 
intense color even if the number of undernourished is important. But there is no direct relation 
between density and number of people and Hunger repartition. 
Finally as  we can  see  (annexe  2)  hunger  do  not  appears  located  where  the  agricultural 
production is relatively weak per capita. Important population globally does not fit  with hunger 
even  considering  agricultural  production  per  capita  (annexe  2).  This  summarize  the  situation 
between hunger and population which seems to come from distribution.
2) Hunger and High rate augmentation of population
When we look at the rates augmentation of population we see that Africa has the highest. 
Indeed those 20 last years Africa had the population growth the most important and especially with 
a rapid growth, in some countries until 7 children per woman (World Bank, 2003). High and fast 
growth were observed in Developing countries which could create an economic misorganisation 
and a difficulty for the state to handle feeding of people (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1998). 
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Indeed we take a map of population growth rate it seems to fit more with hunger map in the global 
sight.
This map represent Human population growth rate in percent, with the variables of births, deaths, 
immigration, and emigration (CIA, 2006).
So we could make the hypothesis that Hunger is due to high growth of population those past 
years. But we can also say, as we saw at the beginning of the project, that high natality rate is a 
consequence of hunger and poverty: 
- Indeed people need to get many children to ensure the family size
- Children are an economical ressources for home 
-  More the life  expectancy is  short  more people trends to  get  numerous  children (Schoumaker 
B,Tabutin D, 1999)
Moreover (annexe 1) we can see that Africa has weak production compare other countries.
Therefore we are wondering if Hunger could be due to high growth and weak production at the 
same time which provoke a missing of food ? So we will analyze the state of food issue as a global 
scale and take some case of countries in order to see if the hypothesis is confirmed.
B In the global scale
We didn't have the time to make the calculation by our own but we will start of the principle 
that FAO statistique is globally a source sure to use. 
● In the global scale by taking the food quantity produced per day for human and divided by 
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number of human on the earth there is around four pound of food per person, include some 
vegetable and some meat (FAO, 2002; Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1998; Director of 
World Food Program, 2003). This is enough to make a person fat, so the scarcity does not 
appear in the global production scale.
● We would like to remind that in the way of the theory of globalisation, that we think is a 
point of departure, the way of communication and exchange, the volume and the network of 
trade should increase (Stiglitz, J.  ,2002; World Bank, 1999). So the exchange should be 
easier and facilitate food access and further increase the volume of exchange for something 
as important as food which miss in some countries. 
So way of transportation are developed and shouldn't be a problem anymore to supply food 
everywhere in the world. For example food was provided for some war, or in some disaster in few 
days only -as the tsunami in 2004. However provide food for poor people occur only in disaster 
time and not for the people who need everyday. So globally we ended up to the conclusion that 
problem of food was more a distribution missing. This conclusion is true if we consider earth as a 
big country which have now the way and the quantity to transport food for everyone in a short time. 
However considering lots of factor as for example boundaries, different stakes arise which create 
access missing of people to food.
II Poverty and inequalities are the main causes of hunger
A Maps: inequalities, poverty and hunger
As it have been said above the main cause of hunger is poverty. In this part we will see also 
that inequalities are an other important cause of undernourishment. Most hungry people do not have 
enough money to buy food and hunger is also often located in countries where inequalities are very 
high  inside  the  national  population.  In  this  part  we  will  argue  with  different  maps  that 
undernourishment is caused by poverty and inequalities.
1) The poverty and hunger
Absolute poverty is defined as living on the equivalent of US$2 a day or less. In 2002, 43% 
of the world population lived on or under this little income. This money has to cover the basics of 
food, shelter and water. This map show the absolute poverty by country in 2005:  
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source: www.worldmapper.org
Territory size shows the proportion of all people living on less than or equal to US$2 in 
purchasing power parity -or PPP- a day. Also, in this map, size of countries are influenced by the 
demographical importance of each country. The colors does not represent classes they are used only 
to enable an easier lecture of the map.
In these map countries with a very low part of population leaving with less than US$2 a day 
in PPP do not appear -countries in Western Europe, Japan...-even if they have big population in 
numbers. In the opposite side the countries with an important part of undernourished people are 
huge in this map even if some of them do not have an important population, as many countries in 
Sub-Saharan Africa.  This  kind of presentation is  very interesting because we can see very fast 
where is  situated absolute  poverty within take into consideration the geographical  size of  each 
countries.
Four main areas appear clearly in this map: Africa , Southern Asia, Eastern Asia and Asia-
Pacific area. South America and Middle East have a relative low population leaving on less or equal 
to US$2 in PPP. To understand this map it is necessary to take into consideration the demographical 
importance of each country: China and India account for more than one out of three of the world 
population  and this  contribute  to  their  large  size in  the  map,  even if  they have also important 
problems of hunger.
To  ensure  the  comparison,  this  is  a  map  of  undernourishment  in  2003  by  country  in 
proportion:
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source: FAO
These two maps have a clear link between themselves. The best example is probably Sub-
Saharan Africa: this area is mapped very huge in the first map whereas African population is not 
very important in the world population scale. The second map shows that Sub-Saharan Africa have 
a huge part of their population undernourished. It is easy to conclude by looking these two maps 
that poverty play an important role in undernourishment.
Actually this situation is not really surprising: people living with less than US$2 a day can 
not respond of theirs primary needs. They are simply to poor to buy food and thereby they are 
exclude of the food market (see next part).  Nobody produce goods or services for non solvant 
population because it would not be economically interesting. 
The analysis of this two maps confirm povery as a cause of hunger, idea largely developed 
in  the  litterature  related  to  undernourishment.  As  we will  see  now, hunger  is  also linked with 
inequalities  between countries  and inside  countries.  We will  not  analyse  in  this  paper  the  link 
between poverty and inequalities which have nevertheless strong links.
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2) Economical inequalities and hunger
In this part we will demonstrate that inequalities between countries in the worldwide is one 
of the main cause of hunger, generally more rich are countries less hungry people they have. But 
inequalities inside countries play also an important role in undernourishment process, more incomes 
are fairly distribute less hunger is present.
a)World income inequalities
This map represent the GDP per capita – total of national production or incomes divided by 
national  population-  in  2004  by  country.  We  use  this  indicator  because  it  enable  to  measure 
economical welfare inequalities between countries. More colors are warm less are the incomes per 
capita and more colors are cold more the incomes per capita are high.
Source: Google image
In the world scale inequalities of welfare are an important factor of undernourishment: this 
map seem fit with the hunger map. Hunger is concentrate in countries with low incomes and on the 
contrary high incomes seems to protect population of undernourishment in developed world for 
example. But even in the third world countries as Tunisia and Argentina have a relative low part of 
undernourished people compare to many other areas. They also  have relative high incomes per 
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capita. 
To summarize, in a country more population is rich more it can get o food access and on the 
contrary more poor is population more the trend towards undernourishment is important. But the 
global welfare of a countries do not show the real welfare of their population, it depends also on the 
distribution of welfare inside the countries.
b)Local inequalities
Translation of the text on the map: Title: Measure of inequalities with GINI coefficient; Legend: 
high - orange -, middle - green -, weak - blue -.
The  Gini  coefficient is  a  measure  of  statistical  dispersion  most  prominently  used  as  a 
measure of inequality of income distribution or inequality of wealth distribution. It is defined as a 
ratio with values between 0 and 1: a low Gini coefficient indicates more equal income or wealth 
distribution, while a high Gini coefficient indicates more unequal distribution. This map use this 
indicator for each country but to ensure more simple lecture of the map countries are divided only 
in three classes.
Most of the less hungry countries have not got very important inequalities of incomes inside 
their population even if there are some exceptions like India. This country appears with a good 
indicator  whereas  it  has  many  undernourished  people  in  percentage  and  number.  It  is  maybe 
because in India land access inequalities are very important. In the opposite side, more money is 
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unfair distributed inside countries -notably the poorest- more the part of undernourished people is 
important. It's one of the main problem in African countries: a little part of population concentrate 
the majority of incomes without distribution toward poorest. For example in Dakar we observe that 
some people suffer of missing of water while some accommodations consume more than 400 litter 
per  day (World  Bank,  2001).  The  poorest  are  also  the  hungriest  people.  In  Central  and South 
America the unfair distribution of money is the main cause of undernourishment. Because most of 
these  countries  have  a  correct  GDP per  capita  in  PPP they  should  ensure  a  correct  level  of 
nourishment for all their population. But luxury is very concentrate and seldom distribute by the 
state to the poorest and hungriest. 
Agrarian reforms axed in distribution have been made in several places with real success. 
We will take two examples to illustrate this idea. In 1985 in Zimbabwe government allocated more 
credit to small peasant producers and allowed woman the right to own property. The consequences 
was, an important rise of agricultural production despite seven years of hard drought, and a decrease 
of undernourishment in this country (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). The Indian state of 
Kerala allowing in 1969 a great redistribution of land rights. Over two millions acres have been 
redistribute to one an an half millions farmers becoming small owners (Lappé F M, Collins J and 
Rosset  P,  1999).  Today  Kerala  state  is  one  of  the  most  egalitarian  Indian  state  with  the  less 
undernourished  people  in  proportion  (F.  Huebler,  2007).  These  examples  show how politics  of 
redistribution play a role in hunger and poverty reduction.  
GINI coefficient is a tool which measures only incomes inequalities but it  is possible to 
generalize the concept of distribution. For example free school, medicine access are also politics of 
distribution. This enable poorest people to get education and treatments for free and thereby devote 
more  money for  food as  well  as  get  a  better  development  thanks  to  education  of  children  for 
example.
Even with a great number in China, the percentage of undernourished people decreased a lot 
since the beginning of the 70's thanks to economical growth but also because some social politics to 
ensure education access for example have been done (Sanjuan T, 2000). Even if inequalities of 
incomes  had  rise,  particularly  since  the  arrival  of  market  economy,  the  prevalence  of 
undernourishment have been reduce a lot thanks to social politics which played an important role in 
the hunger reduction process.
But as it has been demonstrate in Amartya Sen work, that politics of distribution and more 
generally politics orientate for poorest population, can only appears in democratic political systems. 
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Indeed policy makers have to take population into account to avoid revolt and to stet themselves in 
the power (Sen A, 1982). Inequalities notably inside countries have political implications.
To resume inequalities in all  scales are a factor  of hunger:  more rich are countries  less 
hunger is present. In the country scale more inequalities and unfair distribution are important more 
hungry people there are.
Poverty  and  inequalities  have  many  different  causes  but  they  have  one  criticize  really 
recurrent  in the litterature that we red: the actual economical context trends by certain aspects to 
rise inequalities and poverty. This is the subject of the following part.   
B The market economy trends to rise inequalities and poverty
The aim of this part is to demonstrate that the market economy and liberalization -as a trend 
of global market formation- do not benefit to everybody and often not to the poorest. By leading to 
concentration of economical power and land private property, several aspects of the way of working 
of our economical system play also a role in hunger process and poverty which are strongly linked.
1) The market economy leads to concentration of economical power and land
In  this  part  we  will  use  the  Marxism  framework  to  show  that  market  economy  and 
capitalism way of working involve a rising of concentration of means of production. In the case of 
agriculture it means a concentration of investment power and land access. Even if they are shared in 
two  part  in  this  paper,  concentration  of  incomes  and  concentration  of  land  property  work  in 
relationships.
a) The market leads to concentration of economical power and rise inequalities
In this part, we will argue that market economy leads to concentration of economical power 
and investment. Even if it rise economical growth benefits are not distribute to the poorest people.
In capitalist agriculture, technical improvement benefits mainly to the bigger farmers and do 
not enable alleviation of hunger. They have good example of this trends with the Green Revolution. 
Between 1970 and 1990 undernourishment decreased by 16% in the world. But if we eliminate 
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China, where the number of undernourished people diminished from 406 millions to 189 millions, 
hungry people rised by 11% (FAOstat, database). In South Asia the agricultural production rised by 
11% but the number of undernourished people also (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). 
There are good example in South America too (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999).
The larger farmers were much quicker to adopt new varieties of green revolution due to their 
possibility to invest  in these new species and chemical  products proposed by green revolution. 
Moreover new species of green revolution were focus in only few crops ignoring the rich diversity 
of seeds cultivate by poor farmers, diversity as essential for the survival of little scale farmer (Lappé 
F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999).
Real successes of green revolution have been seen only in areas where inequalities were low 
before the green revolution, like in the Indian state of Kerala (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 
1999). But globally it was the larger farmers, producing most of the food in the global market, who 
rised their production and their incomes. In the global market the consequence was a decreasing of 
prices (Economic and Social Council in United Nation, Official Development Assistance, 2008). In 
fact  the  green  revolution  rised  the  competition  between little  scale  farm and  large  scale  farm, 
between  poorest  farmers  and  rich  producers.  Biggest  became  larger  and  it  have  rised  the 
concentration  of  agricultural  incomes:  it  is  a  necessary  consequence  of  capitalist  system  of 
production (Marx K, 1867). Today the 10 biggest companies of agrochemical control more than 
90% of global food market including seeds and GM-crop technology (Beaudoin A D, 2006). 
Lessons of Green Revolution show that technical improvement involve most of time seldom 
benefits to poorest farmers because they often are too poor to invest the necessary money in their 
production. The logical consequence is that global food markets are managed principally by large 
farmers and large and global food corporations: in 2001 Monsanto was responsible of 91 per cent of 
global GMOs cultures (Greenpeace, 2002). 
b) The market leads to rise concentration of land.
A big part of world food production is produced by little scale farmers producing several 
kind of products. However these productions are not intended to be sell in the world food market, 
on the contrary it's an agriculture oriented for self-consumption. At the opposit side most of food 
produced in the global market is produced by large farmers with an important land access. In this 
part we will argue that our economical system involve to rise the land concentration.
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One of the principle of capitalism system of production is the accumulation of capital and 
the concentration of the means of production (Marx K, 1867). This general rule is applied in land: 
over the time land tends to concentrate in few hands even in richest countries (Charvet, Chaléard, 
2004).  By the  end  of  1990's  20% of  all  farms,  managed  by  giant  corporation,  in  USA were 
responsible for more than 80% of the total agricultural production. In Brazil around 80 percent of 
producers own farm of less than 10 ha (Heeks R, 1995) whereas 10 percent of producers own 50 
percent of land available.
Due to the way of working of the capitalist system, this situation trends to rise. Larger owner 
are able to produce more than little farmers and thereby are in a strong position. It enable them to 
earn large incomes and to gain market part years after years for example by new land gain. This is 
according to marxism theory one of the principle of the way of working of the capitalist system of 
production because farmers have to rise their production to be competitive on the market.
2.1 billion people, live on less than US$2 a day and 880 million live on less than $1 a day 
(World Bank, 2008). 75 per cent of population living with less than US$2 a day lived in rural areas 
and are  dependent  of  agriculture  for their  livelihoods (Economic and Social  Council  in United 
Nation,  Official  Development  Assistance,  2008).  Considering  these  number  it  is  easily 
understandable that concentration of agricultural power do not benefit for hungry people due to 
unfair  concurrency which is  a direct  consequence of concentration of economical power in  the 
hands of large producers. 
In several countries agrarian reforms have been done to distribute more fairly land and also 
money sometimes as in Japan, in South Korea,  in Zimbabwe or in the state of Kerala in India 
(Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). The study of these examples shows net benefits in 
productivity, efficiency and alleviation of poverty and hunger (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 
1999; Bower and Stoneman, 2000).
Land concentration deprive poorest people to food access because their land are often too 
little to rise their agricultural production. Land concentration rise inequalities which are a major 
cause of hunger . In 2007, 12 millions farmers in 23 countries – 12 developing countries – grew 
GMOs. 90 per cent of producers lived in developing countries but 97 per cent of land occupied by 
GMOs  were  located  in  only  7  countries  whose  more  than  50  per  cent  in  United  States 
(www.ogm.gouv.qc.ca).  GMOs do not  escape  to  these  economical  laws  involved by capitalism 
system of production.
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The concentration involved by capitalism, as much in the case of land as in the case of 
economical  power,  rise  inequalities  and  poverty  and  thereby  rise  undernourishment.  Land 
concentration enable large producers to rise their production and thereby their incomes. Economical 
power enable investment – new land gains for example- for big farmers which enable them to rise 
their incomes. For larger producers it is a virtuous circle, for the poorest it is a vicious circle. As we 
will see now, agricultural choices play also a role on, concentration and of means of production.
2 )Agricultural choices depends on the global market: not of food security (the case of hungry 
country net food exporters)
Ensure food security is not necessary enable by an increasing of agricultural production. To 
ensure food security,  agricultural production has to be orientate to nourish poorest people: food 
security means low price of food in local markets. In order to enable poor to buy but food we need 
also  sufficient  incomes  for  poorest.  They  do  not  have  any  clear  link  between  localisation  of 
agricultural production and hunger (see before).
a) Food production is determined by global market and not by local needs
With  the  improvements  in  transportation  and the  development  of  international  trade  the 
distance  is  not  anymore  a  constraint  to  sell  production.  Due  to  globalization  process  and 
improvement of the means of transportation (see globalization theory), farmers – particularly the 
biggest ones - choose theirs productions considering the prices that global food market grant and 
not  according  local  market.  For  large  farmers  producing  to  sell  their  production  in  the  global 
market, it is more interesting to produce only one or few products thanks to economical gains of 
productivity.  Fruits,  vegetables, coffee are mainly produced in developing countries,  sold in the 
global market and consume in rich countries (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). GMOs 
appears actually due their way of production and their particular economical rules more adapted for 
big producers and for production for the global food market. Argentina is the second producer of 
GMOs after  United States but since the introduction of GM-crops, undernourishment rised in a 
dramatic way because GMOs, produced by big farmers, are oriented for export (Greenpeace, 2002).
It is usual to see hungry people just behind a big agricultural area because they do not have 
any access of food produce due to their low incomes, less than US$2 or US$1 a day. In this context 
food demand in the market is not equal to real need of food. The market is only the place where 
buyers and sellers meet themselves and exchange goods or services against money. If people do not 
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have nothing to exchange – no money-  they will be exclude of the market. Nobody would produce 
food if at the end he could not earn money by selling. The production in the market depends of 
people's solvency and not of people needs. Market do not responds to needs but it  responds to 
money (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). Therefore scarcity or food missing can appear.
Due to concentration of incomes (see before) and agricultural choices often orientate by the 
global market, poorest people can not get a food access even living in strong agricultural countries 
producers and in rural areas.
b)The case of hungry countries net food exporters
90%  of  hungriest  nations  on  earth  are  net  exporters  of  food  towards  rich  countries 
(www.stopthehunger.com).  This number show clearly the weakness of global market  to  resolve 
hunger around the world. In 1994, Brazil exported more than $13 billions of worth food whereas 70 
million Brazilians could not afford enough to eat (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). The 
Sahelian countries of West Africa, known for recurrent famines, have been net food exporters even 
during the worst famines (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). Amartya Sen shew also that 
the famine in Bangladesh in 1974 was no due to a shortage of food but that economical process in 
the  global  market  -rising  of  food price  caused  by decreasing  of  world  supply-  were  the  main 
responsible of this disaster (Sen A, 1981). It could be possible to present many other examples of 
hungry countries net food exporters.
The  actual  economical  context  –  global  market  economy,  liberalization,  cost  of 
transportation very low...- does not advantage the most hungry people because poorest are almost 
never take into account in the agricultural choices of production.
3) Unfair concurrence in the global food market: liberalization rise inequalities between countries, 
with theory of ricardo. 
 To criticize free trade as a solution to alleviate hunger and poverty we saw that it does not 
benefit for poor people but on the contrary for larger owners rising their economical power and the 
concentration of capital (see before). In this way economical liberalization tends to rise inequalities 
even if it enables a lower price of goods in the market. 
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a)Total liberalization in not economically viable
According  Monetary  International  Fund  and  World  Bank,  economical  liberalization  – 
Adjustment  Structural  Plans-  for  hungry  countries  will  enable  a  decreasing  of  food  price  and 
thereby ensure a better food access for poorest people. It is sometimes argue that countries like 
China reduced the number of undernourished people thanks to market economy and liberalization 
which provided a food access for more people due to decreasing of prices.
It's also argue that countries as China have largely taken advantage of trade liberalization but 
by different  steps.  At  the  beginning  China  protected  his  internal  market  from the  international 
concurrency to ensure a possible development of certain economical sectors as industry. It was only 
after  this  step  than  Chinese  policy  makers  decided  to  open  the  national   market  to  global 
concurrency.  But still  today some sectors considered as strategics are regulated by taxes or/and 
managed by the national state. It is the case of GMOs research and development which is mainly 
managed by public sector thanks to partnerships private-public. More than 20 per cent of public 
investment  in  GM-technologies  are  realised  by  Chinese  government,  whereas  this  technology 
traditionally  get  its  investments  from private  sector  (www.domainepublic.ch).  Even  the  richest 
countries influence in economy by imposing regulation or allocated financial aids for key sectors 
going against the principles of liberalization. For example USA and EU subsidize their agriculture 
because this sector is considers as strategic.
Total liberalization is not economically viable notably for poor countries but even for richest 
states.  The  way of  working  of  the  market  is  not  always  very  efficient  and  countries  need  to 
influence in, to ensure better benefits of this economical system for their population. 
b)International  trade  do  not  have  necessary  positives  consequences  in  developing  countries 
population's: some examples 
Between 1985 and 1995 agricultural exports from Thailand grew of 65% and became the 
only food exporter  country in Asia.  In the early 1990, 43% of rural  population -the little scale 
farmers principally- lived under the poverty line (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999). During 
the early 1990's Chile became the world's number one grapes exporter, but at the same time people 
of Chile ate less than in the 1970's (Lappé F M, Collins J and  Rosset P, 1999).    
These examples  show that  it  is  not  because globalization  open huge market  that  global 
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market enable the majority of population to benefit of rising of international trade.
c) Criticism of comparative advantages for poorest countries
Comparative  advantages  theory  has  to  be  reconsidered.  Poor  countries  have  one  big 
economic advantage compare to rich countries: they have low wages (Lappé F M, Collins J and 
Rosset P, 1999). 
Considering the  low salary of workers in poor countries it enable them to produce goods for a 
lower price than in countries with high social standards. Actually this justify that poorest countries 
produce weak value added goods. It is not an advantage for these countries and on the contrary by 
producing weak value added they get low incomes, too low to enable little scale farmers to buy food 
production from other countries as it should be possible in the classical economical theory (See 
Ricardo theory). Considering weak added value of their productions, many developing countries get 
disadvantages of international trade.
 Today comparative advantages are  almost  never  determinated by geographical  situation 
-climate,  soils,  natural  ressources...-  but  by economical  infrastructures  -local  market,  means  of 
transportation...- and social standards. A comparative advantage exist mainly for global corporations 
which localise some production in poor countries to reduce their cost of production because the 
wages are much lower. Anyway economical gains of relocation in low social standard countries' are 
seldom distribute to employees and oftenly concentrated in countries where the firms come from. 
Therefore the population won't take high benefit of firms relocations. It will not be a sustainable 
solution to rise population's standard living.
Because capitalistic  economy leads to  concentration and because of unequal economical 
power,  poorest  and  hungriest  countries  and population  can  not  take  advantage  of  international 
economical specialisation.
d) liberalization: unfair concurrency and dependency
Liberalization put in concurrency poor farmers with large global corporations.  It  is very 
clear that the concurrency is unfair: the productivity can be 1000 times upper in developed countries 
than in certain African countries which use manual technics and are not mechanised (Beaudoin A D, 
2006). Moreover, because the European and North American agricultures are largely subsidized by 
governments, poor and rich countries do not have the same rules. It is very surprising that Monetary 
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International  Fund  or  World  Bank  continue  to  council  liberalization  of  agriculture  in  hungry 
countries whereas  liberalization  clearly  open  their  food  market  to  unfair  concurrency.  
Liberalization deprive national governments of tools to influence in economy: deletion of 
trade  barriers  to  protect  inside  market,  privatization  of  national  firms  considers  as  strategic  to 
manage and plan economy... It increase economic concentration and reduce distribution of trade 
benefits (Lappé, Rosset and Collins, 1998).
Whereas liberalization should rise economical growth and ensure welfare of population, it 
often  foster  and  rise  hunger  and  poverty.  Liberalization  increase  also  dependency  of  poorest 
countries because unfair concurrency inhibit them to take advantages of international trade.
III The economical rules of GMOs
We are now, going to investigate GMOs in their applying in order to see the effects which 
involve genetic engineering in their commercialization. GMOs in most part respond in the global 
market rules. Indeed sellers of seeds, in order to cultivate in developing countries, are powerful 
firms which use the international maket. But a set of special rules occur when applying GMOs in 
countries. This make GMOs different of other productions.
A Intellectual property rights
GMOs  are  new  progress  which  change  a  lot  compared  traditional  agriculture.  Indeed 
traditional agriculture react as a normal product on the market. We can buy it with price which grow 
and down following supply and demand. When we bought seeds we are able to cultivate and use 
those seeds to produce the year after. In developing countries this technique is widespread among 
peasants and especially small farmers. However GMOs respond to the “intellectual property rights” 
rules. Thereby farmers have to pay the right to use the modified seed every year in order to be able 
to cultivate. Indeed intellectual property rights rule on GMOs react as a patent on one good (Plant 
Physiol, 2001). Therefore it's involve to get a license to have the right to produce each year which 
involve a supplementary cost for farmers. This supplementary expense either, will be impossible to 
pay for poorest farmers or will involve a money deficit in their production in case of problem.
As a principal result GM productions in developing countries are in the great plantation 
where farmers have sufficient resources to pay patents each year. 
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Also patents emphasize on concentration of market because seeds are owned according an 
exclusive rights, therefore any production of GM-seed will stay property of the same firm which 
have the patents. This not going in the way of poorest people (see before). Thereby inequalities rise 
between great firm which earn money in producing GMOs which higher yields, and  poorest which 
can't  produce  GMOs  due  to  their  cost  each  year.  Moreover  GMOs  contribute  more  to  unfair 
marketing like it's  explained above,  because they enhance unfair  concurrency with patents  (see 
before).
B Private agricultural research instead of national investment
GMOs apply principally in the private sector. Indeed principal owner of GM-seeds come 
from private sector or are some independent entreprises (http://www.gmo-compass.org). In order to 
present you the problem of using private sector we will remind two brief things. 
● National state: play a role to go on the way of the population, it's elected by the population. 
Indeed  most  of  countries  pretend  to  be  Democratic  (Aridd,  2006).  It  has  to  ensure  the 
necessary  measure  enable  its  population  to  have  an  access  into  primary  means  to  live 
decently, as food, health and housing. 
● Private Firm: play the role to contribute in economy but do not represent population, and 
there is any obligation in the rules which say that they should have a social rôle.
Therefore in the capitalist system, the first aim of firm is to growth due to the concurrency 
of others. In most of case they have to growth by making profits and social aim are often non-
existent. 
That is one of the problem of the GMOs widespreading, because firms develop in a context of 
capitalism economy and globally do not make their choices towards the population. Indeed as we 
see in the hunger map most of hungriness is in Africa in percentage, but most of GM-crops are in 
Latin America and North America (See board below, greenpeace,  http://www.gmo-compass.org  )  . 
So we wonder how can we efficiently alleviate hunger if the applying do not go towards the people 
who need more food. 
So we can see that firms take care about market more than poverty and hunger alleviation if 
we  consider  GMOs culture  location  (Monsanto,  2008,  http://www.gmo-compass.org     ,  Biotech 
mega-countries). Furthermore the national states miss generally to lead GM-seeds market, and is 
absent in the networks of the marketing. Therefore benefit are not focused towards population.
Finally we decided to analyze who use and benefit of GMOs in order to understand better what are 
the stakes of this marketing.
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C Who benefit of GMOs today
After  the  analytical  work  that  we  have  done  we  concluded  that  GMOs  in  their  actual 
applying requires a first investment in order to cultivate.  Also this technology is most apply as 
Herbicide resistance which require to buy a special treat which is expensive. Insect resistance, as 
« Bt  crops »,  seems  to  be  useful  without  supplementary expense  to  buy the  special  treatments 
compared herbicide resistance crops. Nevertheless the patents are still  present for both of these 
applying which involve a supplementary cost every year. This deprive poorest people living with 
less than US$2 a day to have an access to produce GMOs. Indeed  75 per cent of population living 
with less than US$2 a day lived in rural areas (Economic and Social Council in United Nation, 
Official Development Assistance, 2008). 
Therefore GMOs seems to be adapted for farmers which have resources instead of hungry 
farmer. Moreover GMOs enhance unity because of the few number of GM-crop commercialized in 
large scale as corn, beans, soja, wheat and rice (Monsanto, 2008;  http://www.gmo-compass.org  ).  
So GMOs not contribute to diversity essential for the survival of little scale farmer(Collins, Lappé 
and Rosset, 1999).
If we have a look in the global scale again, we see that principal GMOs culture are located 
in  America  as  much in  quantity than  in  percentage  (http://www.gmo-compass.org/eng/gmo/db/) 
while principal poverty and hunger are in Sub-Saharan Africa.  
Source: http://www.gmo-compass.org/eng/gmo/db/
Also GMOs appears as adapted for intensive monocultures due to the necessary investment 
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each year, and their marketing which depend on the great entreprise which aim to make profit. We 
remind that the greatest producer -in acre and in laboratory- of GMOs is United States. Therefore is 
not primarily to solve hunger that GMOs spread on the market, because hunger is not  principally 
an American problem. Hunger was even not an American problem before 1996 (FAO, 2002) which 
fit with the departure of GMOs marketing. So GMOs seems to benefits more to greater farmer than 
smaller and not take care about hunger as an important target.
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Conclusion and discussion
Considering the work that we have done we can remember main argument:
The marketing of GMOs and world hunger are two different reality which involve their own stakes. 
However  « GMOs  can  play  positively  in  hunger  process »  involve  lots  of  question  and 
investigation. Indeed GMOs seems to be able to play on the food production by the general ability 
which involve genetic engineering. In a general context GMOs proves utility with somes genes 
which enable higher yields, productivity, and decrease expenses for farmers. Those gain can enable 
a gain in productivity and money for farmers which would provide more food for poorest according 
firms, scientist, and some governmental organisation . But this argument has to be study considering 
global and local realities.
First of all, global world hunger problem is really complicated and involve, to be solve, to 
influence  on  poverty  process.  Then  GMOs  used  as  a  marketing  good  don't  seem  to  aim  the 
alleviation of poverty and hunger in global scale. However GMOs are able to play on the world 
food  state  by  higher  productivity  and  can  enable  to  enhance  distribution  in  the  worldwide. 
Therefore they should be able to give access to food and reduce poverty by increase incomes, for a 
poorest rural majority.
But world food state seems to have an unequal distribution considering the production quantity 
which should already enable to feed most of people on the earth. Therefore GMOs should influence 
in :
● distribution process,
●  inequality ,
● and/or poverty process
 in order to alleviate hunger. However the actual applying of GM-seeds doesn't show any novelty 
and reality in the way of helping poverty. 
Indeed GM-seeds are apply globally as a market goods and enhance reality of unity of food 
distribution considering that they are private property of few powerful Firms. 
GM-seeds marketing strengthen the decrease of varieties of production in the way of globalisation, 
which involve great dependency and uncertainty for little scale farmers.  They haven't got necessary 
resources  to  face  market  risks  and produce  generally  for  self  consumption.  Moreover  they are 
oftenly  deprived  of  GM-seeds  access  considering  their  poverty  and  the  necessary  cost  which 
involve  GMOs  notably  with  patents.  Therefore,  most  of  the  time  this  kind  of  production  is 
unattainable without association or help for people which live with less than 2$ a day. GMOs are 
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more adapted for large scale farmers.
Furthermore,  due to their  users, GMOs enhance unfair  concurrency between greater and 
little scale farmers who suffer of lack of productivity and weakening due to capitalist rules.
According the capitalism system working way, this situation tend to rise. Larger owners are 
unbeatable in terms of prices and deprive the development of the little scale farmers. So poorest 
people which depend on small agriculture scale will undergo global market fluctuation price while 
poorest farmers won't be able to produce anymore when price will be to high. 
Therefore that concentration of agricultural power do not benefit for hungry people due to 
unfair  concurrency which is  a direct  consequence of concentration of economical power in  the 
hands of large producers. We can use quotations from two different sources...
● « the  international  community's  goal  of  eradicating  international  hunger  will  never  be 
realized  if  the  current  foreign  food  aid  structure  is  maintained »  (Frank  TENETE, 
Northwestern University School of Law, 2004-2007 University of California, Los Angeles 
B.A., Political Science, 2000-2003 ) .
● The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) concluded that "transgenic 
plants  have,  until  now,  little  or  not  at  all  contributed to  food security"  ( FAO-APAARI 
Consultation on regional status of biotechnology in agriculture, 2002). 
...which illustrate our intention.
Finally GMOs globally do not alleviate hunger in their actual applying, but strengthen the 
old  trend in  foster  the  globalization,  unity  and  uncertainty for  poorest  population  which  make 
hunger even higher in some place and deprive the economy to help durably poor population.
We found interesting to conclude that in others context, we think GMOs could be efficient in 
order to feed population with a focusing of modified local crop varieties and removing of patents. 
But this state of world food let us think that take care about poverty and hunger is still far from the 
preoccupations of the powers of our developed countries.
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